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Garth Gathering

Protests Escalation

Last Friday, about 150
students and faculty members
assembled in the Garth for a

solemn protest against the

war and the increased

bombing in Vietnam. The
meeting centered around

three speeches made by Dr.

Hugh Caldwell, chairman of

the Philosophy Department,

who was not able to attend

and who

International League for

Peace and Freedom, and Dr.

Charles Harrison, professor of

English. After the speeches

assembled.

Dr. Caldwell's statement

centered around the tragedy

of the war. He stated

President Nixon's response to

the invasion of South

Vietnam was morally wrong.

Dr. Caldwell could see no
justification for the increased

bombing and the bombing of

Haiphong and Hanoi. It

destroyed the myth of

America as the stronghold for

freedom. The United States

through the bombing has

demonstrate forcibly * that it

is the most danger

aggressive r

Hutchinson in her

speech spoke of the amorality

of Vietnam, asked what

happened to Mr. Nixon's

campaign promises, and

begged the audience to make
their dissatisfaction with the

President's policies known. In

her speech, she dispelled the

myth of Vietnamization. She

said that the U.S. will never

completely withdraw and

wondered at Nixon's miracle

cure of the war. She made

clear the lies of Nixon in his

promises to the American

people. She asked when the

administration will quit a war

that a majority of the nation

dissapprove. Every death that

occurs now in Vietnam, she

said was a political "murder",

Continued on Pg. 6

Lockard (I), Hutchinson, and Wilson (r)

OpponentsCoat And Tie

Squelched, Ruled Dilatory

Two
the and-t

concerning

quickly stifled at the last

meeting of the Delegate

Assembly.

Mike Maxon (Courts)

proposed the coat-and-tie rule

not be enforced in Gailor

Dining Hall. Senior David

Fox (Cannon) interrupted

Maxon's explanation with an

obje and Sp The
Roberts ruled the

motion "dilatory"and not to

be considered by the body.
Richard Whittle (U.

Gailor) called for the

delegates to overrule the

speaker. Eugene Watson (Jr.

AL) interjected that such a

and "would in effect he a

vote of non-confidence in

Roberts." The motion to

overrule the speaker was then

defeated 17-13 and the

matter dropped.

(Cle
Mary Mo

and) oduced
i which would

render the coat-and-tie rule

unenforceable in Gailor on

study days. Once again Fox
objected and Roberts ruled

this motion "dilatory" also.

The meeting began with a

motion by John McCadden
(U. Gailor) to set a specific

time of adjournment at 8:30

pm. He stated that the

delegates had "a lot of work

to do at this time of year."

Jay Cude (Hoffman)
argued that the members
"were elected tc

the students and l

that if \

begin."

Eugene Watson stated that

the delegates were "more

This was followed by an

amendment by Whittle that

the meeting be adjourned at

9:00 pm, which was
approved.

Watson, chairman of the

Student Life Committee,

lengthy report,

•mmittee's first

motion stated the DA
concurred with the OG
resolution to remove the

asphalt parking lot directly

behind Camegie Hall, and to

create a park in its place. To
this Watson added his own
amendment for the transition

to be affected with only

volunteer labor. The bill as

amended passed 16-14.

Mary -Morton presented a

measure which asked the new
student FM station, WUTS,
to "gear its programming to

students the entire day rather

than only at night." She

complained that the program
Kaleidoscope

This

motion which was approved

provides for the coordinator

to be elected from the

student body by the DA.

Other action which passed

the assembly was a proposal

by Steve Adams (Courts) that

of
hou ndingwenty-four

incession be studied by the

tudent Life Committee.

Richard Whittle asked that

Committee:iplir

enforce the ci

in Gailor sine

i du •of
Th «

FIVE INITIATED

TO ODE

Five new members were

nominated for Omicron Delta

Epsilon last Friday at the

Economics Club Banquet,

according to Dr. John K.

Green, advisor to ODE.

They are: Earl Morgan,

Ann Cranwell, Richard

Howard, Stephen Gester, and

John Bennett,

Old members still in the

College are Alan Yates, Larry

Will iams, and J. Bayard

Snowden.
Omicron Delta Epsilon is

society i
Its a

would be responsible

coordinating student

s, and for holding

gs with the presidents

scholarly attainment, the

strengthening of ties among

teachers and students of

economics throughout the

United States and a number

of; foreign countries, and the

promotion of economics as

an academic and professional

field of study.
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Ellis To End OG Factionalism ^.l^lf^!,.
by William Pecau, Editor

(Martin Ellis Has recently

been elected next year's

President of the Order of
Gownsmen.)

Purple: What do you think
is the role of the student
leader at Sewanee?

Ellis: "In the past, he was
the coordinator of student
opinion and informed the

University of the general

overall opinions of the
students."

Purple: Do you think the
students respect their leaders?

Ellis: "From my general

impressions, there has been a
hard core group of
supporters. There is always a
critic and sometimes justified

critics, A leader deserves

respect only if he works."
Ellis added when questioned
about his lack of involvment
and apparent disinterest in

student government in the

weeks, I will get
recommendations from Julian

Bibb and Elise Givan. The
recommendations will take

into account students who
have originality and a

cooperative spirit.

Having been elected, I

hope to appoint as chairmen
of committee's people who
would not have been electee

in elections, not because of
lack of abilities but because
in the past, their time has
been spent in academic
studies and other activities

and/or have been alienated.

Purple: Many people think
that the OG is an elitist

organization much like an
academic House of Lords and
like the House of Lords
should have little or no say in

the running of the University.

How do you respond to this

belief?

Ellis: The OG as it exists is

based upon academic
qualifications. It is not mv

-Martin Ellis

last three years up hen.. . ,

been kind of a silent person
for the last two years. I've
been turned off by
personalities."

Purple: Do you think
there are any student leaders:

EUis: "I, myself, am not
going to lead the Order of
Gownsmen in any direction
or any trend-I'm not going to
be neutral, however. My
opinions and views will have

eight. I hope

belief that academic
excellence be ignored, but
excellence in academic fields
shows a mature and capable
person. I would like to add
that the qualifications in the
OG are not high.

Secondly, the House of
Lords had lost all power

vis a vis the DA's.

Ellis: I don't see the OG as

the upholders of only
tradition and custom. It

serves more than that

function. My opinion is that

the OG's vital function is to

uphold the opinions of its

members and to coordinate
itself with the DA.

pie H c

J ofi eof

ntayo luetic Will
in the OG. I think in the

past, personalities have
dominated and distorted the
purpose of the OG.

Purple: How do you
propose to become a true
leader besides the fact that
you have been elected? Ellis
in his answer asked for
specifics so I asked what
would be done about
committee chairmen.

Ellis: In the next few

power. I see no correlation
between the OG and the
House of Lords. One is based
on birth, the other on

Purple: You said in your
statement the the PURPLE of
April 5, that "the OG must ...

maintain its position as chief
coordinator of student

coordinate?

Ellis: Through a personal

basis. The way student
government is set up now it

can function in an orderly

and efficient manner and it

must do so or die.

Purple: In what issues have
you seen the faculty
demonstrate its "flexibility

and openmindedness" that

have so "amazed" you?
Ellis: I was speaking in a

very personal basis. It has
been my experience that the
faculty has functioned not
only as educators, but also

are very willing to assist the
students in any problems.

Purple: Do you think the

the faculty

:

Ellis: No.
Purple: Do you think the

coat and tie rule should be
kept a compulsory rule?

Ellis: My personal opinion
is that it is really not very
important. We have wasted
too much time. The coat and
tie rule is a custom that in the
past has been based on the
consensus of the community.
By the obvious outcry, that
consensus no longer exists. It

is not an essential ingredient
to what makes up Sewanee.

Purple: What will you do
about twenty-four hour
dorms since there seems a
great unanimity among the
students that they are
responsible enough and ought
to have this privilege?

EUis: I talked to Dr.
Binnicker and will have a
meeting with him within the
following week to discuss the
possibility and procedure of
implementing 24 hour dorms.

Purple: You said the "The
Order of the Gown, together
with the Delegate Assembly,
must act as the voice of all

the students enrolled in the
ity of the South."

Wha
o p i nions? What about a
division of the students? And
how will this effect the
"voice which is clear, concise,
and recognizable?"

Ellis: The very point I was
making is that the DA or OG
have ignored minority
opinion based solely on
conflict of personalities in the
past. The responsibility of the
DA and OG is to all students;
however, this also requires
the individual student to
accept and abide by any.
motion which has been
passed by the majority. The
DA and OG can't function if

faced with a r, Q .„u..

understood that the Delegate
Assembly was the chief
coordinator of student
opinion and that the OG's
function was to maintain
tradition. What do you think
the OG.s role in student life is

speak
Monday with public lectures

scheduled for that evening.

Dr. Harry Sisler, chemist
and executive vice-president

of the University of Florida,

will address himself to "The
Place of Science and
Technology in the Modern
World." His lecturer will be at

7:15 p.m. in Room 216
Woods Laboratories.

At 8:30 p.m. in Blackman
Auditorium Dr. C. Ray
Carpenter, regarded by
Sewanee psychology
professors as a foremost
authority in his field, will

speak on "Primate Behavior
and Ecology." His lecture has
been financed by the
National Science Foundation
and the American
Psychological Association,

and he comes to Sewanee
under the auspices of the
Sigma Xi science honor
fraternity.

Dr. Carpenter, visiting

professor of behavioral
sciences at the University of
Georgia, has recently
returned from a field trip to
Samoa. He has taught and

Beattie Lectures
|

To Be Given

The second and third of I

the Samuel Marshall Beattie
Lectures will be given today
in the Lecture Lounge of
DuPont Library. The lecturer

is Dr. Carlyle Marney of
In t erpreters' House, Lake
Junaluska, N.C.

The second lecture at 4:30
is titled "Revelation as

Contemporary." The third
will be at 8:15 and is titled

"Revolution as Revelation."
Dr. Marney is

vice-president-at-large of the
National Council of Churches
and has served on the Study
Committee of the World
Council of Churches. He is on
the editorial boards of
THEOLOGY TODAY and
RELIGION IN LIFE, and is

editor for the Religious Book
Club.

His A.B. degree is from
Carson-Newman College, his

Th.M. and Th.D. degrees
from Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary. He has
h onorary doctorates from
Wake Forest College and
Johnson C. Smith University.

He is author of several
books including FAITH INCONFLICT and
STRUCTURES OF
PREJUDICE. His latest book
is THE COMING FAITH. He
has lectured at Harvard, Yale,
Princeton, Duke, Texas Tech
and Southern Methodist
Universities and taught at
Austin Presbyterian Seminary
in addition to 19 years as
minister of Baptist churches.

1967 he founded
Int He

psychology of prirr

men and monkeys) at Yale,

Harvard, Columbia and most

professor in psychology and

anthropology and chairman
of that department at

Pennsylvania State
University. A bibliography of
his published works covers

three closely typed pages.

Dr. Harry Hall Sisler has

been on the chemistry

faculties of the Chicago city

colleges, the University of

Kansas and Ohio State

University. He was the Arthur
and Ruth Sloan visiting

professor of chemistry at

Harvard in 1962-63. He went
to the University of Florida

as professor of chemistry and
chairman of the department
in 1956.

He is the author of

Properties and the Periodic

Law and a number of other
works, including many widely
used chemistry textbooks.

His visit to Sewanee is

sponsored by the University

of the South department of
chemistry.

CINEMA
by Herbert Reynolds

THE GOLD RUSH
(1925)-Charles Chaplin is

the Little Tramp, gentle and
gallant but alone and helpless

in the Klondike, who endures

Old Cowan Road

967-0126

the girl as

well as the gold. Chaplin's

genius is his humanity;
charming, graceful, and
brilliant, the film is one of
the sublime comedies of all

CAMILLE 2000
(1969 )—Eschewing camellias
for orgies nowadays.
THE ORGANIZA-

TION-Sidney Poitier as

Virgil Tibbs, this time a
former user pursuing pushers
in San Francisco.

SOMETIMES A GREAT
NOTION-From Ken Kesey's
novel; Paul Newman directs

Henry Fonda, Lee Remick,
and himself.

EVERYMAN, NEWS NO.
3, MR. HAYASHI (1961);
TOTEM (1963); and LA
JETEE (1963)—From Bruce
Baillie, two protest shorts and
a portrait of a poor Japanese
farmer; the kaleidoscopic
color dance film of Ed
Emshwiller; and Chris
Marker's great, arresting work
of science fiction, set just

after World War III.

Bicycle

Tour

Planned
A 50-mile bicycle tour of

the Cumberland Plateau has
been planned by members of
the Sewanee Ski and Outing
Club for this Saturday.
Registration will begin at
9:00 a.m. in front of St.

Luke's Hall. Bicycle clubs
from Nashville, Chattanooga
and Murfreesboro are
expected to attend the event,
which is billed as "for serious
cyclers."
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Applicants Increase^ .ECOLOGY NOW!.
Applications for admission

have increased from 699 last

year to 860 this year,

according to Admissions

Director Al Gooch. He also

said late applications are

xpected through the spring

nths.

New students next year

are anticipated to include 219
freshmen men, 44 transfer

men, 98 freshmen women,

and 13 transfer women.
Applications have been

accepted from 544
prospective students.

So far, 124 men and 74

women have informed Gooch

Sewanee. Ail accepted
prospective students will have

responded to Sewanee's

acceptance by May 1, the

nationwide candidate reply

Gooch predicts next year's

entering class will be better

than those of recent classes

and this is a more selective

predominantly from the

southeast, with an unusually

large percentage from Texas.

Gooch says, however, there

will be a sizeable number of

students from other parts of

the country.

According to Gooch, the

chief consideration for

a dmission to Sewanee is

whether the candidate can

contribute something to the

college. Although high school

grades, and college boards are

most important in admission,

worthwhile extra-curricular

activities are also strongly

Gooch had high praise for

Sewanee's student body and

said few directors of

tude tly

influenced by who and what

they see at Sewanee, and the

friendliness of the students

here has encouraged many
prospective students to come
to Sewanee.

by John Weatherly

With our large population

and affluence, both of which

can motivate an awesome

technological industry, the

United States is one of the

most severely overpopulated

nations in the world. Though

of

depletion of natural :

of any nation. We are rapidly

becoming unable to support

our accepted styles of living.

Each person born will add
more to the pollution and the

congestion: he will consume
56 million gallons of water,

21,000 gallons of gasoline,

28,000 pounds of milk

products and 9.000 pounds
of wheat. To house the

expected 1000 million person

increase by the year 2000, we
will have to build a city of

250,000 persons each month
for the next 30 years.

Party Weekend
The Tarns and Revue will be featured in the German

Club Dance Friday, April 28 from 9-1 a.m. in Gailor.

Some of their biggest hits were "I Been Hurt" and "Be

Yours, Be Foolish, but Be Happy."

I n halt
immediately the population

growth, each family should

have only one child. This is

due to the large percentage of

young people who are now
producing children. If every

family would have two
children, then our population

will level off by the year

2000 at 300 million

Americans. We as Americans

take pride in our attempts to

protect the rights of the

individual. W^ cue now
finding that there may exist

social rights that can't be

historically defined, like the

freedom to breathe cleaner

air or to be free of congested

cities. As Rt. Rev. Myers,

Bishop of the Episcopal

Diocese of California said last

year, "Population control is

the most vital cog in the

approaches to the world's

environmental problems."

Adhering to a principle of

free choice by the individual,

does not assure a reduction of

population growth. Neither

which would deprive the

couple of their decision

whether or not to have

children. We must commit
ourselves to voluntary family

planning, which would allow

the family its respect as well

as the freedom of the

individual within society.

It is necessary that people

rely upon themselves, in a

prevent the setting of the

"population bomb." It is.

indeed, everybody's baby.

There are several sources

available to us, as citizens in

Tennessee. Last year the state

senate passed Senate Bill No.

871. This bill relieves the

doctor of any legal restraints

in giving birth control pills or

fertility c ontrol devices;

up the

doctor whether or not he will

regard the individual's wishes.

It provides "family planning

edure upplie

information relative to family

planning, including provisions

for voluntary sterilization.

"

These health supplies are

available at the Altamont
Health Department, which

will be open in May from 1-3

pm. Appointments can be

made by calling 692-3641,

though walk-ins are accepted.

The best source of material

can be obtained by writing

the Planned Parenthood

Association of Nashville, 814

Church Street, Nashville,

37203. We can't afford not to

take this first step in making
complete fertility control

available. It is ultimately, a

very private right which has a

far-reaching social
consequence.

Fri. Afternoon: Keg at Sigma

Nu House; Gimlet Party on

KA lawn; and "gove" at the

Phi house free to all students.

Fri. Night: 8:00 German Club

features "The Tarns", after

the German club, "Elkin

Brown Band" at the DKE
house; "Warm" and a rum
punch at the Sigma Nu
House; rum punch at the

Delt- house; "Blue Tick" at

the Fiji House.

Sat. Night : "The
Commodores" at the Phi

House; "Blue Tick" and grain

punch at the SN House;

"Smoke Ring" and grain

punch at the DTD house;

"Warehouse" at the SAE
house; "Abbey" at the Fiji

house; and "The Castaways"

at the LCA house.

Sun.: "Blue Tick" at the Fiji

Morgan Receives Grant

Uni sity for the

ear. The
assistantshii

of $2,150.

Morgan, who will graduate

from Sewanee in June, is the

son of Mr. and Mrs, Julian E.

Morgan, Jr. of 3272 Dawn
Memphis,

s president of the

and
He

Debai

Economics Club, a member
of Omicron Delta Epsilon,

Sopherim literary society, the

French Club and band. He is

a gownsman, and holds a

university scholarship.
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Sewanee Social Life

Women The Missing Link

substantive critii

music programme
morning It is

to understand how someone
with as little knowledge of

various forms of music as you
obviously have would find

the music of Burt Bacharach,

Henry Mancini, etc. to be
"insipid." Nevertheless, I

contention that this type of
music is programmed for

people who "want sound to

eat up their silence." It may
amaze you to leam that the

musical tastes of most
Sewanee students are

I have made the above
statements not on the basis of
my own intuition, or what
several of my friends have
told me, but rather on the

basis of a very detailed poll

which Penn Rogers and I

conducted a couple of

Ne rly
two-thirds of the student

body responded to the poll,

thereby giving us what we
considered to be an accurate

picture of the hours when
most students would be
listening, and what type of
music they wanted to hear.

The results of the poll were
that very few students

expected to listen to WUTS
before 8:00 in the evening;

and those who did listen

during the daytime hours
indicated a preference for

easy-listening music. After

4s Spring Party Weekend approaches, one's thoughts
naturally focus on Sewanee 's social life. Clearly, this is

one phase of the University which requires a
reassessment.

The obvious problem is that our social life is based
on a double standard which affords few opportunities
for women. After three years of female students on this
campus, the University has not met its obligation to
them by correcting this discrepancy. This lack of
concern has resulted in many women accusing the
school of being primarily a men 's institution accepting
co-eds only for their monetary value.

Another problem is that fraternities, the appropriate
basis for social life, are by nature divisive. Thus, the
University as a social community is defeated at its
inception. In fairness it must be said that many
fraternities are too financially strained to contribute to
the social unity.

Realizing this, the Student Activitiy Fee Committee
and the Delegate Assembly, in their combined wisdom,
have cut off appropriations to the German Club for next
year. Though grossly inadequate, this organization exists
as the only vestige of a unified, social organization
encompassing the entire University. It was unfair to the
students for it to be deprived of the money necessary
for its operation.

Therefore, we must design in its absence a social
council, consisting of representatives of fraternities,
girls dormitories, and other student organizations which
will organize and schedule periodical social activities. It
would provide inexpensive entertainment for the entire
University.

In its last meeting, the DA passed a motion which
provides for the election of a coordinator of "a social
and athletic calendar," to help avoid scheduling
conflicts and to encourage the planning of more social
events.

This may be construed as a step in the right direction
though it is not nearly enough. True, the hodge-podge
offered by the fraternities is unacceptable, but a
caretaking position as the DA proposes, supported by
no power or money cannot help but add to the
confusion.

The DA resolution misses the point entirely when it
provides for the coordinator to post a calendar of events
in a glass case in Gailor. The problem at Sewanee is not
in publicizing forthcoming events. Everyone knows
what is going on,-and the women know it only too well.

R. Dale Grimes
News Editor

<w.

X5&J&
Happy Hour

EVERY FRIDAY AND EACH TUESDAY

MFWIF A STUDY DAY

8:00, there was a sharp
increase in the number of
students expecting to listen,

and a majority of those
students preferred Top 40
and Progressive music.

It was with the results of
this poll in mind that we
for

ng polic of

NixonAndHorror
Horrors and atrocities have become cliche. Our senses

are dulled to the unjust and grotesque and our morality

'

is riveted to the sentimental and the sensationalistic.

Last week was proclaimed by the President of the
United States, Richard Nixon, as a time to remember
our soldiers of war imprisoned in North Vietname. Last
week, also, Mr. Nixon as the Commander-in-Chief of the
armed forces ordered airstrikes against North Vietnam.
It was a get-through-policy. The United States is showing
that it is not fooling around in Vietnam. Or is it? An
honorable end to a dishonor is absurd. Equally
ridiculous is assuming that troop withdrawals and
increased bombing is winding down the war. The war
continues, our participation continues, the POW remain
as long as a single bomb is dropped by an American.

There should be no shock that our men are
imprisoned for playing warand doing their questionable
duty; yet ... the plight of thePOWs is indeed sad. The
Red Cross should be able to inspect the prison camps.
The men should be able to communicate outside. They
should receive adequate care and we should k'ow who
they are. There are over 1600 POWs1

. They should be a
reminder and a stigma branded to our foreheads of
the sins we as a nation have done anu are doing. The
wrongs done to the POWs by the North Vietnamese i

wrongs, as long as the war persists, for which we i

responsible. The punishment of 1600 men should r,

obscure the fact that over a million people have died
a mistake. A mistake that can only be rectified by its

termination. A mistake that renders the dead,
mutilated, and the imprisoned mere statistics on
score boards of the Pentagon and the nation 's press.

WUTS. As with anything else

it is impossible to please

everyone at all times. What
we are attempting to do is

please the most people we
possibly can, from sign-on
until sign-off, every day of
the week. We will continue
polling the student body, and
when student attitudes
indicate a change in these
policies is in order, you may
rest assured it will be made.
Until that time, we will

continue to rely on the only
proven method we know of
to determine the musical
tastes of the University
student body.

William L. McEIveen
General Manager, WUTS

Editor:

So that Henry Hughes'
letter does not stand alone,
let us say stat we read, enjoy,
and find informative John
Weatherly's "Ecology Now!"
column. We trust that it will

not fall victim to one-sided

Law Wilson
Kathy Fordyce
Greer Edwards

Jamie Covington

thanks,

TdratRer
Rave

anaople?
American

CancerSociety

foull Find It At

Mutt & Charlie's

B & C SUM&.T
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the rag man
realistic, idealism has no place

Vietnam. We have carefully

built myths to maintain

:

Vietnamization, protection of

our troop withdrawals and
military disengagement, the

illegal imprisonment of our
valiant bombers by the

tyrants and aggressors of the

North, the composition of

Vietnam into two distinct

and autonomous nations, the

necessity for stabilization of

the world's political and
military situation. In order

for us to realize these,

launched massive bombing
assaults on the South under
license granted us by the

legitimate government in

Saigon. We have also attacked

selected targets in the North.

We are doing this to let the

Soviets know that we won't
stand for any aggression, to

demoralize the North and
moralize the South, to halt

3f the
Vietn the

against the free world,

America and our myths, and
against the possibilities of my
re-election. Gentlemen, I

demand to know, is Vietnam

Richard Nixon tears the

the flesh of our enemies.

Truth, God and Billy Graham
are on his side. Like a knight,

gold sillon, bright plumes,

vermeillon in the breeze, he
says he comes to free. His
face lighted by the fires of

Haiphong, his mind is

supported by the charred
bones of the Red enemy.

Vote for Richard, vote
against obscenity. He realizes

the horror of naked flesh and
has placed the morals of this

nation on pieces of cloth.

Unfortunately, the cloth that

covers our bodies also covers

] perhaps hides

Does Richard

believe a live body is more
obscene than a dead body?
We think so. Now that

Richard is President and has

become infallible he has also

become god at least to

himself. He worships the

putrid idol of his own
reflection,

But what if he is God? He
certainly dictates faith and

certainly he has the power of

life and death. In Vietnam

and in the campus' of

Jackson and Kent, he has

chosen death.

Death has meaning. It

means another four year term

and honor for America. Vote

tor Richard, so he can once

.gain grace the hallowed halls

of1T&T and so he may lead us in

the search for perfection and
the idealization of beauty.

"The National Committee
abhors and repudiates the

scandal-monger!ng attempts

of the opposition party. We
deny any knowledge of the

alleged $400,000 gift of the

Sheritan Corporation, a

subsidarary of IT&T, to our

party's convention. We see in

this a dishonest attempt by

our adversaries to sabotage

the dreams and vision of our

brilliant, but tortured leader

and his advisors .

Furthermore, the Convention

Committee has returned the

money to the benefactors

who share America's
dreams."

Is Richard Nixon a liar? If

he is not, he is a fool. The
horror of this Richard is that

he is not alone. He merely is a

personfication of a disease

.that gnaws at our very

humanity. In pleasure, with

sweet plastic tranquility, we
let ourselves be led by
madness and we wait in

inertia for the flames to

crackled around our ears.

campus
calendar

Wed. April 26:

Samuel Marshall Beattie Lecture: Dr. Carlisle Marney,

30 and 8:15, Grosvenor Auditorium

Classic Film Concern: Chaplin's "The Gold Rush",

8:15, Blackman

Sat., April 29:

Lester Flatt Concert, 2-4:00, Guerry Garth

Carillon Concert, 1-5

, Guerry Garth

Mon., May 1

:

Lecture: DeanSister, "Place of Science and Technology

in Modern World," 7:15, Woods Lab 216

Lecture: Carpenter, American Psychological Association

and Sigma Xi, 8:30, Blackman Auditorium

Experimental Film Club: "Totem" and "La Jetee," 4:30

and 7, Blackman

WUTS POLL
Would you like to hear between 1:00 PM and 7:00 PM

[_
' Easy listening as it now stands.

U.I Top 100, Classical, or Progressive Rock

Please check one or the other, tear out, and send it wit!

your name to SPO 1168 or SPO 640. Your cooperatioi

will be appreciated.

The popular and very talented Lester Flatt and his
Nashville Grass will be featured in Guerry Garth
Saturday, April 29 from 2-4 p.m. This is a German Club
Concert.

3
O
%
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Em, for the Third
Annual Se
Festival are due Fri., May 5.

They may be sumbitted to

Herbert Reynolds, Mr. Edwin
Stirling, or Dr. Gerald Smith.
The festival will be held

Mon., May 7.

I MONTEAGLB
DAIRY QUEEN
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ACLU Elects Camp
Dr. David Camp >/{-s

elected President of .tie

Board of the Franklin County
Chapter of the Tennessee
Affiliate of the American
Civil Liberties Union last

Thursday night.

H'.u.flg the Bill of Rights at

the center of the American
sy tern of government.

Students felt that there

was a need for the University

. defin. its

The the
to do

followed an organization;! I

meeting at which the board
was elected and by-laws were
adopted.

Earlier, Camp had lead a

discussion of the ACLU,
during which he made the

comment that he was not
sure that free speech and
expression in a free society

would improve things, but he
knew of no better way to trv.

Refering to Thomas
Jefferson as an originator of
the Bill of Rights, Camp
repeated Jefferson's
sentiment that there is

nothing to be feared from
false ideas so long as we have
-truth to combat them.

Tor McBe
t the ACLU

was for the underdog,
pointing out the attempt of

the ACLU to get a parade
permit for the Ku Klux Klan
in Mississippi as an example.
McBee felt that it was the
duty of the ACLU to defend
the guarantees of the Bill of
Rights when the government
lacks the will or resources to
do so.

Dr. Dorothy Hutchinson
pointed that rather than a
nuisance to be tolerated,

dissent should be encouraged
as a positive good within

Many, agreed that there
was a need, both in the local

schools and the University for
educational efforts aimed at

in respect

ns. It was
pointed out that Gownsmen
President Tom Burroughs had
asked for a definition but
that no response was known.

Others raised the question
of proceedural due process in

student discipline cases. Dr.

Henry Arnold pointed out
that the AAUP was on record
as favoring the "Proceedural

Standards in Disciplinary

Proceedings," of the
Si itement on Rights and
Freedoms of Students
endorsed by the American
Association of University

Professors.

Locally, McBee noted that

there was some need for

better bail bond proceedings
so that the poor did not have
to remain in jail if they could
not make bail. There was

problem in the
nul, the

Court ruling that

forbad jailing of those who
could not pay court imposed

follow
broaden membership
participation were adopted in

a business meeting which also

elected a nine member board
of directors.

The board members and
their offices are: David Camp
(President), Greer Edwards
(Vice-President), Pam Miller

(Secretary-Treasurer), Burrell

H. Morrell, Ben Cameron,
M.D., Dorothy Hutchinson,
Bob Wilcox, John Baar, and
Tom McBee.

Comps: May 13-19
GARTH GATHERING

Departmental
Comprehensive Tests will be
administered during the week
of May 13-19. These are

normally taken by seniors in

their major field of study.

According to Dean of the

College, Stephen Puckette,

comps (as they are commonly
called) have a great
importance. Sometimes it is

of great value for one to look
over what has been done for

said. "Comps allow a senior

to view what he has

accomplished in one field of

study over four years, and
weld together the specific

realization is achieved and the

student is able to look at the

subject as a whole for the

first time."

Puckette believes comps
should be a learning
experience for the student.

When asked if many other

schools required comps. Dean
Puckette replied, "Some do,

but most don't. Most of them
wouldn't be bothered with

them because it's hard to get

the people together to take

them. A place like Sewanee is

the only place we could do
something like this."

As a final comment,
Puckette said, "Students
ought to realize the value of
looking at their major subject

from their own point of view
and organizing their own
thoughts, as is necessary in

preparing for comps."

Continued from Pg. 1

deaths caused only for

Nixon's political ambitions.
Finally, Dr. Hutchinson made
clear that angry, violent

protests had no impact
except to vent frustration and
probably even hinder the
anti-war cause. She called for
the audience to respond with
letters to the Congress that
would demand an immediate
cessation of the hostilities

because it is only the
Congress that can end the
moral outrage of this war.

Dr. Harrison, said that the
war was not a tragedy, it does
not deserve that name. He
said that tragedy implies a
high moral tone. The
Vietnam war is totally and
hideously amoral, it is a
disgrace and a stigma to this

nation and its people as a
whole.

Comment On Vietnam

Dr. David Camp

No nation is so armed as

the United States. We design,

manufacture, sell, buy and
use guns and other weapons
of destruction. The U.S. has

more guns per capita than
any other nation, our police

are the most heavily armed of
any nation save the right wing
dictatorship. We are the

number one supplier of
weapons of death and
destruction to other nations;

and we are the largest user of
military equipment.

P erhaps Vietnam is a
carryover from "Wild West"
myth of the good guy with
the blazing guns routing the

forces of evil.

The analog can be made;
we still have a Seventh
Calvery, and they arrive by
helicopter, not horse. It is an
unfortunate coincidence that

the Viet Cong often wear
black clothing.

But more than the
semantic, symbolic, or

physical connection, the

mental attitude remains. This
nation believes that it can
impose its will on Vietnam by
force of arms. This is a logical

conclusion for a country that

committed genocide on a race

of people it found occupying
land it wanted and which
attempted genocide on a race

of people it brought here and
then decided it did not want.

When we find that the
forces we set up as good guys
are taking a beating from the
bad guys, we step in to

"even" the sides. This despite

our support of the "good
guys" amounting to ten time
the support given by the
backers of the bad guys.

Our support is further

designed to punish the

supporters of our enemies by
threatening Soviet ships in

Haiphong harbor. This rash

act cannot affect the present

o ffensive for months, as

supplies are already in "in the

pipeline" sufficent to keep
the NLF going for some time.

Bombing Haiphong can, and
has provoked the Soviets into

lowering Nixon's "state visit"

to the status of a "summit."
One diplomat points out that

state visits deal with long
range goals looking towards
mutual cooperation, whe-*

i deal with immediate
rjoints at issue between two
nations.

'

There has been no real

case made in public for a

strategic justification of
bombing. One can only
assume that Nixon, despite all

the evidence to the contrary
found in the PENTAGON
PAPERS, believes that the

North can be bombed out of
supporting the NLF. Gen.
Maxwell Taylor said that "it

would be idle to conclude
that these efforts will have a

decisive effect on the

communist determination to

support the insurgency."

(This in reference to an
earlier bombing campaign.)

Any illusion that Nixon
was seeking a negotiated end

Atrocities
to the war have gone up in

the smoke of flaming Hanoi.
Despite the protestations of
our government, we have
returned (if we ever left) to a
policy of seeking a military
victory in Vietnam.

This writer (as well as

many others of great stature)
has explained why a military

victory is not possible. But
the President, and a vocal
minority of the nation refuse

to accept the inevitability of
some sort of Communist
participation in the
government, and continue to

pour good men and untold
millions into a lost cause.

Even worse, it is inevitable
that planes will be shot down
and pilots captured, adding to
the already tragic POW

Jack,acMtson s Miears Shop
CUSTOM-MADE SUITS

NATIONAL BRANDS

.Capps & Sons — McGregor— Curlee— Jantzen
Esquire — Puritan — Wimberly— Hickok

Arrow matched Ties, Shirts, Handkerchiefs
— All types of alterations—

Joseph Jackson, Owner
Cumberland St.

932-7467
Cowan

THE MONTEAGLE DINER
924-3731

WE SPECIALIZE IN....

Our Own Cut Steaks.

FOR SPECIAL OCCASIONS....
Dine In The Mountaineer Room.

DINNER FROM FIVE 'TIL TEN-THIRTY P.M.
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a
Lacrosse Loss
The Sewan

Club played what it considers

its best game to date last

Saturday against a strong

Tulane club. Approximately

300 spectators were on hand
y

to experience the hard fought

game during which one

frequently heard the thuds of

body contact and the clashing

of sticks. Sewanee's ball

control was better than usual

and this made a significant

difference, for the Tulane

game was the first in which.

Sewanee contained the play

at the opponents' end of the

field for long periods of time.

The Sewanee club showed
improvement over reckless

penalties while still being the

aggressive team for which

they're known. Only one

player was laid out in the

game, however, and that

unfortunate player bit the

dust at the feet of the

Sewanee defense. After about

5 minutes, he was helped to

his feet. The Lacrosse Club is

proud of their performance

despite their loss, as it was a

closer game than one might

think the score indicates. {In

major lacrosse games, a

lop-sided game is one in

which the winner scores more

than 10 goals over its

opponent.)

The play of the game was

as follows: Tulane scored the

first goals early putting
Sewanee down 3-0 by the end
of the first quarter. Camp
began Sewanee's scoring early

in the second quarter. By the

half, Tqlane scored another
goal, making the score 4-1.

The second half opened up
with a barrage of Tulane
goals, as Tulane scored three

times in the first three

minutes. Sewanee's
attackman Snowden
responded by pumping in two
goals late in the third quarter.

The fourth quarter was
marked by two Tulane goals.

Sewanee lost 9-3.

The club is grateful to Bob
Burwell, who was one of the

referees, and to Larkin, who,
again, donated oranges for

both teams. The athletic

department permitted the

visiting Tulane team to use

the gym accomodations. It is

through such generous
services that the Sewanee
Lacrosse Club has managed to

bring lacross to the Mountain.
This weekend is Party

Weekend and the Lacrosse

Club is going to begin the

action on Friday afternoon at

2:30 when the club meets the

Vanderbilt team. The
Sewanee players an
"up" for the game ;

that everyone will

their support and <

out and RALLY.

MVP:TedMcNabb

"A"
1st

1. Dan Sain PDT
2. Steve Swanson KA
3. Mike Lumpkin BTP
4. Dennis Hyna ATO
5. John Flynn PDT

2nd
1. Tom Self ATO
2. Bob Piggott ATO
3. Tom Quattlebaum DTD
4. Jim Stewart DTD
5. Tom Cowen ATO
Honorable Mention

Chris Boehm KA
Elliot Gordon Ind.

Don Sutter SAE
Gary Martin SAE
John Corder KA

—. MVP: Lindsey Logan

1. Buddy Bevis Ind.

2. Gary Sims CP
3. Pete McClellan Ind.

4. Dick Erhart Ind.

5. Tom Hendershot ISKRA

2nd
1. Bob Hess ISKRA
2. Mike Williams PDT
3. Bob Given KA
4. Sam Mickler ATO
5. Bill Maugy ISKRA

Honorable Mention

Chuck Hill CP
Charlie Warfield SAE
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Thinciads TrampEmory
Sewanee's track team had

to wait two hours for the

water on Emory's track to

drain, but the wait was well

worthwhile since the Tigers'

sixth victory without a loss

thei best tins

nning

season. The final

85-56, with Sewanc
all of the running ev

Tough and experienced
Ellis Mayfield was again the

leading scorer for the purple
thinciads, winning the 100,
220, and running strong legs

on both of the winning

There were five other

outstanding performers
besides Mayfield. Emory's
Arafus won the broad jump,
triple jump, and high jump,
but his mediocre marks were
overshadowed by Kevin
Harper's 3-mile, Wayne
Allen's mile, and Mark
Tanksley's pole vaulting.

Harper's 15:30 was his best

this year, and is only six

seconds off the school record.

Allen, who holds the 3-mile

record, clipped off a brisk

4:32 mile, which is the fastest

by a Sewanee trackster in

about six years. Tom Phelps
came in second, a mere .5

behind the gritty Allen.
"Fireball" Tanksley cleared

13 feet for the first time ever
to win the pole vault. He
attributes his success to a
steady diet of kumquats and
toadstools.

Senior David Frantz, who

twice this year, consistently
"ins about 10.5- and has

made a lightning start his

trademark. Freshman John
Mackersie is a consistent

performer in the shot. His

throw against Emory was not
very far behind Paul Landry,

the by

ndefe
nediate

the
hurdles this

year, was unabable to
compete because of a strained

muscle. Tommy Hodges
gamely took up the slack by
winning in a time of 58.3.

Much has been written

about the glorious deeds of
the dis

thi

runners, but
few indivuduals

who don't often win, but
who pick up vital points in

their events. Sprinters Jim
Libbey, Peanuts Walton, and
Gaylord Walker are doing a

good job of filling the gap left

by the injured Bob Burwell,
who is out for the season.

Libbey< who has won the 100

inches with a clutch throw of
40' 414". Another freshman,
Johnny Walters, is rapidly

improving in the javelin, and
along with Bobby Newman,
will bear the heavy burden of
trying to replace the
graduating Kyle Rote.

Other winners not already

mentioned were: 440 -Rosen
(E) 51.7; 880 - Palmer (S)

2:03.9; 120 high hurdles -

Ference (E) 15.6; 440 relay -

(S) Libbey, Walton, Rote,
Mayfield 43.6; High Jump -

Arafus (E) 5' 10"; Broad
jump - Arafus (E) 19'4";

Triple jump - Arafus (E)

43'4V4"; Discus - Scarbrough
(E) 132'1"; Javelin - Rote (S)
195'1"; Mile Relay - (S)

Phelps, Palmer, Mayfield,

Denson 3:33.1.

Mayfield Leads Win
Ellis Mayfield, the tough

Texan fromEl Paso, led the

purple thinciads to their fifth

crushing victory of the season
against Maryville here
Tuesday. A dishearteningly

small crowd watched
Mayfield maintain his
dominance of the 440 and
220, and also run legs on the

the previous

the Clo:

until S ewa nee's distance

horses were let out of their

stalls. Tiger trackmen broke

everything, but the 3 mile.

This bulge of 39 points to 6
was responsible for the

victory margin of 94-50.

In the field events Mark
Tanksley finally found a pole

and vaulted to a season's best

of 12'6". Mike Wood won the

high jump with a leap of 6'.

Kyle Rote showed why he is

the school record holder in

the javelin with a heave of

440-
880-
iMile -

1
3 Mile-

120 High Hurdles -

440 IM Hurdles -

Mile Relay-

Pole vault -

i jump -

. .d jump -

|ShotPut-
Discus -

Triple Jump -

1 440 relay -

Davis <M) 10.2
Mayfield (S) 22.7
Mayfield (S) 51.3

Phelps (S) 2:00.3
Allen (S), Scott (S) [tie] 4:49.7

Harper (S) 15:58

Farris(M>15.4
Frantz (S) 58.4

(S) Phelps, Palmer, Mayfield, Denson 3:34
Tanksley (S) 12'6"

Wood (S) 6'

Davis (M) 19'3"

Troup (M) 41 '5"

Newman (S) 130'7 1/4"
Rote (S) 2067"

Kenney <M) 39'2 1/8"
(M) Morgan, Castelloe, Bonnell, Davis 45.0
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